Welcome in Mundo-madou,
In this overview you will see all meeting rooms available in the building.
All the rooms are situated on the ground floor and are accessible for people with reduced mobility.

Contact reception: info@mundo-madou.org - 32(0)2 329 00 00
Mundo-madou, avenue des arts 7-8, 1210 Saint-Josse-Ten-Noode

Material available at reception:
- Microphone and speakers; additional beamer
- Markers, post-its
- White board and/or flip charts
- Cables (VGA - HDMI, multiple socket, adapter…)
- CO² sensor ; thermometer

Capucine – CAT A

Localisation: Reception hall, courtyard side.
Capacity: 4p - COVID 2p
Equipment: Wifi.

Small room, very convenient for individual interviews or for small informal meetings. Located in the reception hall, easy to receive your visitors.

Calendula – CAT A

Localisation: Reception hall, courtyard side – With window.
Capacity: 4p - COVID 2p
Equipment: Wifi.

Small room, very convenient for individual interviews or for small informal meetings. Located in the reception hall, easy to receive your visitors.
**Sambucus – CAT A**

**Localisation**: Back of building, in corridor next to the restaurant

**Capacity**: 6p - **COVID 4p**

**Equipment**: Wifi, Screen and cable, Big white board

Small room, very convenient for individual interviews or for small informal meetings. With its large white board, the room is ideal for brainstormings.

---

**Aloe Vera – CAT B**

**Localisation**: Back of building, next to the restaurant.

**Capacity**: 12p - **COVID 6p**

**Equipment**: Wifi, White board, Screen and cable.

Average room, equipped with a round table and pretty colorful chairs, for formal or informal meetings.

---

**Cosmos – CAT B**

**Localisation**: Back of building, in corridor next to the restaurant.

**Capacity**: 14p - **COVID 8p**

**Equipment**: Wifi, White board, Beamer.

Practical and bright room. Projector fixed to the ceiling and white wall for projection. The tables can be placed in square or in U.
**Hibiscus – CAT B**

**Localisation**: Courtyard side, next to the conference room.

**Capacity**: 16p - *COVID 8p*

**Equipment**: Wifi, Flipchart, Whiteboard, Screen, Polycom Studio visio-conference system (rental price 25€ for mundo-members/45€ for extern) - ask at the reception.

Beautiful room located near the courtyard. You can rent video conference equipment for your online meetings. The large screen also allows you to project your presentations.

---

**Oxalis – CAT B**

**Localisation**: Entrance via the hall at the back of the building.

**Capacity**: 17p - *COVID 9p*

**Equipment**: Wifi, Flipchart and white board, Fixed beamer.

Nice room at the back of the building. Very calm. Equipped with old wooden desks. Projector fixed to the ceiling and white wall for projection.

---

**Artemisia Annua – CAT B**

**Localisation**: Back of building, access via the main hall.

**Capacity**: 20p – *COVID 8p*

**Equipment**: Wifi, Tables on casters, Flip chart, Screen and cable.

Smaller part of the Artemisia Room – The tables on casters allow great flexibility in the layout of the room.
Artemisia Alba – CAT C

Localisation: Back of building, access via the main hall.
Capacity: 24p – COVID 14p
Equipment: Wifi, Tables on casters, Flip chart, Screen and cable.

Bigger part of the Artemisia Room – The tables on casters allow great flexibility in the layout of the room.

Artemisia – CAT E
Conference room

Localisation: Back of building, access via the main hall.
Capacity: Depending on the layout.
Conference (without table): 100p - COVID 30p
Meeting (with table): 50p - COVID 25p
Equipment: Wifi, Tables on casters, Flip chart, Screen and cable, Eagle Eye Système de vidéo-conférence Eagle Eye visio-conference system (half day rental price: 50€ for mundo-members/ 70€ for extern) - ask at the reception.

Big bright room, perfect for conferences, seminars or general meetings. The tables on casters allow great flexibility in the layout of the room.